INTERNAL SHADES

EASY SPRING SERIES
Easy one-person installation, efficient top limit adjustment and Auto-rise
technology, built into a modern design. Our Easy Spring Series sets the
standard for child safe, chain-free roller shades. Both systems are also
rigoursly cycle tested up to 10,000 times and backed by our 5 year warranty.
Easy Spring Wand grants users seamless one-handed operation of the
shade through either the contemporary designed and child safe, wand or
by a light pull of the weight bar. Integrated with our advanced Auto-rise
technology, the Easy Spring Wand innovatively self-rises smoothly with only
a light touch of the weight bar or wand, stopping at an ideal top position.
Easy Spring Ultra is a completely chain-free, cord-free, child-safe solution.
Unlike traditional spring boosted systems, the Easy Spring Ultra features
our innovative Auto-rise technology and built-in decelerator, enabling a
smooth, semi-automatic ascent at the touch of the weight bar.

Easy Spring Ultra

Easy Spring Wand

Aero™ reinvents the traditional dual roller shade system and introduces
an innovative two shade solution, controlled with only one chain, thanks to
its intricately designed, patented technology.
Minimal and unobtrusive, Aero neatly houses two shades in a slim 103mm
x 135mm aluminium cassette, perfectly balancing light filtration and
blockout, conveniently and compactly.
Aero is award-winning and child safe, boasting a contemporary design,
Auto-rise technology that can be activated from both the chain or the
weight bar, and easy one-touch limit setting.

Aero Dual | Chainfree

Aero Single | Chain

Aero Dual | Chain

Aero Single | Chainfree

SMALL TO EXTREME ROLLERS
The S35 SMALL roller shade system is a perfect solution for small sized
applications. Designed to give the blind a more proportioned overall finish,
it features our patented Easy-Lock™ technology, ensuring effortless
installation. Additionally, the S35 has the option of spring assist booster
technology and is available in a neat square-edge profile bracket design, for
minimal light gaps. The S35 is also compatible with our CF75 cassette or
80mm FRS fascia system.
The popular and reliable S40 and S45 MEDIUM system universally meets
the needs of most window furnishing requirements. Featuring our patented
Easy-Lock™ for efficient and effortless installation this system offers four
control solutions - crank gear, motorised, chain and spring. The established
RB08 chain control is a popular, reliable solution, while our latest patented
RB09 solution boasts an improved high polish finish, 10mm idle extension and
snap-lock screwless assembly. The S40 and S45 systems are also compatible
with our CF90 Cassette/ Fascia and FRS100 valance hardware, perfect for an
enhanced aesthetic.
The S60 LARGE roller shade system is designed to withstand the weight
of heavier shading applications. The robust design is available in chain,
motorised or crank gear control options, as well as high performance spring
boosters, available in three strengths. The S60 also has the option of 60mm
and 80mm aluminium tube sizes and can lift shades of up to 25kgs while
maintaining a strong pull force of less than 3kgs on chain-control systems.
To further the aesthetics and functionality, optioning our FRS120 valance
systems permit a premium finish to large roller shade solutions.
The S100 EXTREME roller shade system is designed for both internal and
external, large, commercial applications. The S100 is robust, secure and
performs effectively for motorised roller shade applications in excess of 7
meters wide.

S35 Small

S40 & S45 Medium

S60 Large

S100 Extreme

CF SUITE AND FASCIA’S
Our CF suite offers a comprehensive collection of head
box styles, controls and side channel options with
improved performance, functionality and aesthetics.
The contemporary round or square head box profiles
are available as fascia or fully enclosed cassettes
and are designed to house our S35, S40 & S45 roller
systems. This modular system features adaptable edge
side channels for optimum energy efficiency and light
increased blockout.
The FRS fascia for roller blinds is available in three
popular sizes - 80mm, 100mm and 120mm - ensuring
compatibility with any application, whether small or
large. All facias offer a unique fabric attachment option
to match any existing décor and are also compatible
with our S35, S40, S45 and S60 roller shade systems.

CF90 BOTTOM UP
Perfect for ground floor home or office
applications, our Bottom Up system is the
innovative answer for a balance of natural light
and perfect privacy.

NEW

Completely shaded from the bottom, Bottom
Up lets the light in from the top, rather than
blocking out the sun completely. Our system
conveniently utilises CF90 cassette & S45
hardware to create an entirely reversed, yet
exceptional experience, complete with our
unique cord adjusting system and self-levelling
hem bar.

ZIPSCREEN SKYLIGHT
The Zipscreen Skylight system offers the perfect solution for
light block out in any horizontal or sloped windows. Using
secure z-LOCK™ channels, the system achieves perfect tension
of fabric in all directions keeping the fabric smooth and taut.
Conveniently motorised, the Zipscreen Skylight ensures ultimate
energy efficiency, effectively controlling natural light and heat in
both commercial and domestic applications.
Also available, the Wire Guide Skylight system offers a
cost-effective solution for a range of application scenarios.

SWITCH

PREVIEW ONLY

The award-winning Switch system enables easy and fast
changing of fabric on the roller shade without needing
to uninstall the tube of the shade. Switch allows users to
customise their shades whenever they please, whether it be a
change of heart, design trend, season or festivity.
The innovative system can be used for an array of both
residential or commercial applications and effectively reduces
the cost of repair and replacement of outdated shade fabric.
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